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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, November 10, 2015 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.05/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 13% 13.5% 14% 15% 

MWZ5 497' 4s -6' 6 8130 24313 +20 Basis MWZ: +110/+135 +115/+125 +120/+150 +160/+185 

MWH6 508' 2s -7' 2 6316 22568 +1166 Info:  nom/singles nominals nominals train/nom 

MWK6 519' 2s -7' 0 2486 8453 -50 Change: unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch dn 15/unch 

MWN6 530' 0s -6' 2 1878 6448 +266 Mpls Truck: -35   +15  +40  

MWU6 541' 0s -5' 6 1476 3850 -228 Portland Nov-MWZ Dec-MWZ Jan-MWH Feb-MWH 

MWZ6 556' 4s -6' 0 1208 1670 +86 14%proBasis  +105/+150 +120/+150 +100/+143 +100/+145 

Totals:   21,495 67,348 +1269  unch/unch unch/unch unch/up 3 unch/up 3 

Cash Exchanges: 1,564 Options: 14 

Warehouse Receipts:   
Duluth: 673 Mpls:1 

Implied vols: lower 
19% Z, H, K, N 

Spring wheat basis is firm in the spot market on light receipts, 78 
cars and 2 trains. PNW basis is steady to up 3. Net 254k bushels 
shipped into Duluth today.      

Commentary: 
The USDA report increased yields and ending stocks and sent CZ, SF, MWZ, and KWZ to new contract 
lows. WZ fell 11 cents but is still 28 cents above the contract low at 463. Funds were very active today 
as large sell stops were triggered on new lows and technical selling continued thereafter, trading 
against heavy scale down commercial pricing. Daily volumes have been huge both yesterday and today 
on this fund selling program. Markets were bouncing going into the close, however, suggesting there 
may be more commercial pricing that wants to get filled at these levels.  
 
The US wheat export sales projection was expectedly reduced by 50 million bushels with this going 
straight to increased ending stocks. By class, the ending stocks build was 25 million bushels in HRW, 
20 million in DNS, and 5 million in SRW. Ending stocks/use ratios rise to 60% for HRW, 46% for DNS, 
38% for SRW, and 45% for all wheat. World wheat ending stocks declined slightly as several small 
production cuts more than offset a 2-million tonne increase in the EU (one million of which went to feed 
use).  WASDE projects Australian wheat production at 26 million tonnes, 2 million tonnes above 
ABARE. There was a huge build in Chinese corn ending stocks of 24 million tonnes after a revision 
higher to carry-in and a revision lower on feed use.  
 
Both KC and Minneapolis wheat are trading as if we are in the gut-slot of harvest, but all of the selling 
pressure is coming from trend-following funds and the only commercial participation is in scale-down 
pricing. Much of the selling continues to be observed in the Z contracts even as the index roll is now 
more than halfway over. In spring wheat trade we continue to observe a disparity of order flow between 
the front and the back of the curve as scale-down commercial pricing in the deferred contracts meets 
fund selling in the front as carries widen and we grind through commercial bullspreads. MGEX volume 
today will be in the top ten of daily records. The spring wheat board carry—now wider than 5 cent/mo 
through Z6—is consistent with harvest valuations even as fund short open interest grows from already 
record high levels and cash basis is some 50 cents/bu higher than the harvest lows. The spring wheat 
balance sheet is extremely bearish on paper and the futures market is effectively pricing that in, but 
those excess stocks are not necessarily available to provide liquidity to the futures market until farmer 
selling improves. In the absence of a futures rally to stoke farmer selling, managed futures funds have 
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provided the short futures open interest. With cash basis where it is, it seems unlikely that the market 
can simultaneously sustain both widening carries and ever lower futures prices. In both Minneapolis 
and KC, fund selling in the front-end pressures spreads as those trades are executed, but the positions 
should ultimately support calendar spreads and squeeze carries as funds chase the yield on rolls. The 
fund short in KC as a percentage of open interest is especially alarming. Roll short hedges in both MW 
and KW to new crop.  
 
 
 
–Austin Damiani 


